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SUMMARY 

The influence of relatively small amounts (say up to 5 per cent by mass) of 

liquid contamination when metering natural gas with orifice plates are 

examined. It is shown that all the· esta~lished correlations predict 

substantially the same minor, but significant, effect. 

An approach to correcting (for known gas quality) mass flowrates, determined 

using the established equations based upon the meter performance with dry 

gas, is suggested. 

The influence of mixture quality has been discussed and some suggestions for 

the on-line measurement of 'gas quality' are given. 
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NOTATION 

A Area of flow 

A, Area of orifice throat 

Cd Discharge coefficient 

C* Relative capacitance 

D Diameter of pipe 

d Diameter of orifice bore 

Frm' Modified Froude number (defined in eq~ation (2)) 

f (l) Function defined in equation (12) 

f(2) f(l) modified by the inclusion of 0 for constant 1'.26 

8 

h 

p 

Gravitational acceleration 

aoight above the datWil level 

Pressure 

Differential pressure at orifice 

Mass flowrate of fluid in single-phase flow 

u Mean velocity (applicable to two-phase flow) 

w Mass flow of mixture 

Mass flow of condensate 

Mass flow of gas in two-phase flow 
f 

WG* Inferred mass flow of gas 

WHc Total mass flow of hydrocarbons 

WL Mass flow of liquid in two-phase flow 

Ww Mass flow of water 

X Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 

x Quality (mass dryness fraction) WG/W 
u 

y Liquid fraction (= 1 - x) 

~ Orifice plate diameter ratio 

£ Expansibility factor (applied to flow through an orifice) 

(iii} . 

m 

m 

m/s2 

m 

Pa 

Pa 

kg/s 

mis 

kg/s 

kg/s 

kg/s 

kg/s 

kg/s 

kg/s 

kg/s 



j·. 

e Correction factor (function of density ratio) 

p Density kg/m' 

~ Two-phase multiplier 

0 Void fraction (= ~/A) 

Subscripts 

1 Refers to conditions at station upstream of orifice 

2 Refers to conditions at the throat measuring position 

G Value of variable for gas 

L Value of variable for liquid 

s Superficial value 

t Value in two-phase flow 

• 

(iv) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This paper addresses itself to the potential errors that can be introduced 
into a measurement of a gas flowrate through an orifice plate by the 
presence of a small quantity of liquid. This may, in the case of a system 
distributing natural gas, be condensate or water, or more probably a mixture 
of both. Our work is at present mainly concerned with systems metering 
natural gas, since the commercial implications of even quite small errors 
can be very significant. This allows one to arbitrarily impose limitations 
on the general topic of two-phase flow through orifice plates and directed 
my approach to the .existing literature, which in general, is quite 
extensive. Initially the liquid phase was seen as a contaminant and was not 
treated as a useful commodity. This suggested that the most sensible 
approach would be to concentrate on the study of work which has used the gas 
phase as the basis for the correlation between a single-phase measurement 
and that in the two-phase environment . 

It is not intended that this paper shall be a definitive study of the 
pro~lem, but it is seen rather as a vehicle which may stimulate this forum 
in a discussion of the current state of the art and help in the 
identification of those areas into which future investigations might most 
usefully be directed. 

2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In the metering of natural gas it is. recognised that in order to get an 
'accurate' measure of the quantity it is necessary to separate the gas from 
any associated liquids. Plant to accomplish this is invariably included in 
any distribution/metering system. It has been suggested that condensate 
can, even with such plant fitted , be present as a contaminant in metering 
stations. Additionally operators, faced with the need to apportion - using 
orifice plates - the flow of mixture from a number of sources, are seeking 
improved accuracy. The case where a high quality two-phase mixture, rather 
than pure gas, passes through the meter, has been studied. 

The ·problem is 
on measurement 
WG*• where, 

therefore stated: if one infers the gas mass flowrate, based 
of pressure difference across the orifice plate (Fig . 1) as 

kg/s (1) 

what are the likely errors associated with such an estimate for the mass 
flowrate of gas given that the pressure difference 6P is due to the passage 
of a mixture of gas and condensate? It may also be expressed ; what level of 
liquid contamination can be allowed in gas metering systems before one can 
expect to find significant errors in the assessment of gas mass flowrate 
through the orifice plate? 

In this treatment it has been envisaged that liquid contamination .could be 
as high as 5 per cent by mass. 

3 TWO-PHASE FLOW IN PIPES AND THROUGH ORIFICE PLATES 

Simultaneous flow of gas and liquid through pipes features a variety of 
regimes which have been described, typically1 2 • Attempts have been made to 
develop maps which encompass most of the variables and typical of these are 

1 
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the two shown in Figs 2a and 2b, which are derived by Dukler and Taite!> . 
More recently the phenomena of liquid accumulation upstream of orifice 
plates has been reported by both Norman et al 4 and in the work5 carried out 
under Dr Boe's direction here in Norway at the Rogaland Research Institute. 
The build up of liquid upstream of the plate influences the pressure 
difference measured at the plate in a manner rather different to that caused 
by the two-phase flow through the plate and discussed in some detail in 
paragraph 4 of this paper. It has been shown 5 that liquid accwnulation 
leads to an under-estimation of gas mass flow, while the effect of the 
liquid passing through the plate leads to an over-estimation of the gas mass 
flow . 

3.1 Liquid Accumulation: When Is It Significant? 

The liquid accumulation effect has been reported in work carried out at 
ambient pressure or relatively moderate air pressures. It has been shown5 

that the build up of liquid in front of the plate can be correlated against 
modified Froude No Frm, ie a Froude number based upon the superfi cial gas 
velocity and modified by the density ratio, 

ie, (2) 

Examination of the data given in Reference 5 suggests that the effect of 
liquid accumulation is negligible when the value of Fr 2 exceeds 0.15. We 
have therefore explored the behaviour of equation (2) ~or a range of density 
ratios, pipe sizes and superficial gas velocities. A threshold value (when 
Frm2 = 0.15) for superficial gas velocity above which the effect of liquid 
accumulation is negligible has been calculated for a range of gas/liquid 
density ratios and is shown plotted in Fig. 3. 

~ · 

One observes from this analysis that it is most unlikely , since the velo-
cities and densities encountered will be high, in practical natural gas 
metering installations , that one will find liquid accumulating upstream of 
the orifice plate. 

Consequently, in this paper, no further reference is made to the phenomenon • 

4 PUBLISHED DATA: MEASUREMENTS OF PRESSURE DIFFERENCE AT THE PLATE IN 
TWO-PHASE FLOW THROUGH ORIFICE PLATES AND DERIVED CORRELATIONS 

A great deal of work has been carried out in this field over the years and 
much of i t has resulted in 'a new correlation'. Surprisingly little of this 
work has, however, been addressed directly to the problem with which we are 
concerned although. as it transpires , most of it has some relevance. 

4 . 1 Pressure Difference Measurements and Correlations 

In a 1962 paper' Murdock p~esented data which is directly relevant. This 
was derived from tests carried out by W H Osborne of the Champlin Oil and 
Refining Company. He had conducted laboratory and field tests on a variety 
of mixtures, including gas/distillate and gas/water combinations at 
representative (920 lbf/in2 ) gas pressures. Data derived from the flow of 
steam/water mixtures through ori fice plates measured in ~he Naval Boiler and 
Turbine Laboratory were also used by Murdock in the development of his 
correlation. He employed the two-phase multiplier 

-.~ 

~G2 = 
~pt 

6PG 
(3) 

2 
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and found a linear relationship (reproduced in Fig. 4) between it and the 
Lockhart-Martinelli' parameter X. The best fit line to the data is given 
by 

~G = 1 + 1.26X 

with the corresponding expression for the mass flow of the mixture as 

W = CdGAiEG {(26PtPG1) 
{(1 - p•) x + 1.26(1 - X)EG(CdG/CdL)f(pG1/PL1> 

where x, the quality of the mixture is defined 

x = WG/W = 1 - y 

where y is the liquid fraction and 

(4) 

(5) 

The Osborne tests were carried out in reasonably sized pipework, up to 
100 11DD diameter, with representative plate beta ratios, as detailed in the 
table in Fig. 4. 

Typical of the other data sources is the work 1 1 carried out by Chisholm and 
his co-workers at the UK National Engineering Laboratory where measurements 
were made with steam/water mixtures in quite small (SO nun) diameter 
pipework. A correlation between the two-phase multiplier and the Lockhart
Martinelli parameter 

~G3 = 1 + 2 . 66X + X3 (6) 

was developed as a result of this work. For high quality flows there is, as 
shown in Fig. 5, little difference between the results given by the Murdock 
and Chisholm correlations, for quite wide ranging differences in measurement 
conditions. 

This general approach has been widely followed and more recent work with 
steam/water and Freon-113 has extended the data to higher (pG/p ~ 0.33) 
density ratios. In place of the single equation (4) Lin10 foun~ that the 
parameter ~G varied with the density ration pG/pL and derived the empirical 
relationship between his correction factor a and density ratio shown plotted 
in Fig. 6. Where his factor e is given in 

~G = 1 + ax. (7) 

He showed that the distinction between the liquid and vapour phases tends to 
reduce as the pressure increases . The mixture behaviour clearly approaches 
that of an homogenous fluid and the value of 0 tends to unity as the density 
ratio is increased. 

Lin preferred to use the liquid density as the basis for his correlation, 
claiming that it gave better results when vapour quality x was greater than 
0.1. The preferred correlation due to Lin is 

CdLAa {(26PtpL) 

f(l - ~·) ((1 - x)a + xf(pL/pG)} 
w = kg/s. (8) 

3 
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The discharge coefficient is that appropriate to the orifice with liquid 
flow alone and in the tests referred to it was measured using liquid Freon. 
The test line was horizontally mounted and 32 mm diameter. A range of 
orifice diameters were tested, giving diameter ratios p of 0.311, 0.439 and 
0.624 respectively. Density ratios of 0.1425, 0.2150, 0.2450 and 0.3280 
were used and the highest pressure reached 0.832 of the critical value. 
Qualities were determined from heat flux measurements and estimated to be 
accurate to within ±1.0 per cent. 

Teigen and his co-workers11 reached slightly different conclusions from 
their measurements in high pressure (69-200 bar) steam/water mixtures. They 
found that their results were best correlated by the simple 'no slip 
separated flow' model, ie the correction coefficient e takes the value 
unity. 

4.2 Comparison Between Inferred and True Gas Flowrate 

The inferred mass flowrate WG* is derived using equation (1). 
mass flow of the two-phase mixture W may be estimated, if the 
quality is known, using the expressions due to Murdock. This 
expressed in terms of the inferred gas flowrate 

ie, 
WG* w = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1 + y ( 1. 26 _cd_G_€_f_CP_G_l_) - 1) 
CdL{(pLl) 

kg/s 

The actual 
mixture 
may be 

(9) 

Combining equation (9) with the expression for the liquid fraction y, one 
obtains 

.. WG WG* 1 
= 

w w e CdG {(pGll 1 + y 1.26€-
CdL {(pLl) 

= 1 - y. 

The ratio _ true mass flowrate of gas 
inferred gas.flowrate 

may be written in the form 

WG = 1 - y 

WG* {1 - f(l)y} 

where the function f(l) 1 
_ CdG {(pGl) 

= 1.26€ - ---
cdL {(pLl) 

-3 
- y (10) 

( 11) 

( 12) 

varies with both gas and liquid Reynolds' nwnbers and hence with change in 
quality. The dependence is relatively weak, hence it is meaningful to 
explore the behaviour of equation (11) with f(l) maintained constant. The 
assessment is based on the conditions cited in Murdock 1·s paper', ie natural 
gas at 62 bar and with both water and distillate as contaminants. 

4 



These relations may be made more generally valid by substituting 9 for the 
constant 1.26 in equations (10) and (12) and using values for e appropriate 
to the mixture density ratio. 

Contaminatibn has its greatest influence on equation (11) when the density 
ratio PG/PL is a maximwn. The value of f(l) when the mixture is comprised 
of gas and distillate at a pressure of 62 bar is typically 

f(l) = 1 - 1.26 x 0.992 x (0.603/0.66) x {(50.18)/{(758) 

= 0.706. 

The ratio (for natural gas) of true flowrate/inferred flowrate has been 
plotted in Fig. 7. ·Also shown in this figure are corresponding ratios 
derived for two models, viz. air/water at ambient pressure and air/oil at 
8 bar; both of which could be fairly readily studied in the laboratory. The 
input data used in their derivation is SWJ:lrllarised in Table 1. 

It is evident that at practical density ratios a limited. amount of liquid 
contamination may be allowed before one needs to take account of° its direct 
effect on the orifice plate readings. It is also evident that one should 
beware of drawing conclusions about the accurate measurement of flowrate in 
natural gas two-phase mixtures based upon results measured in the laboratory 
with quite unrealistic mixture density ratios. 

4.3 Allocation and the Effect of Another Liquid Component 

In the discussion so far the liquid has been seen as a contaminant, however 
in most cases the liquid passing through the meter is either recovered or 
evaporated downstream. Then it is asswned that the mass flow of the mixture 
is of primary interest. The mass flow of the mixture can be related to the 
inferred flowrate of the gas using 

WG* = 1 - f (2)y 
w (13) 

where the coefficient f(2) (ie the more general form of f(l) with e used in 
place of Murdock's constant) has now been adopted. The ratio mixture mass 
flow to inf erred mass flow of gas W/Wg* has been plotted against liquid 
fraction in Fig. Ba for the case of natural gas at 200 bar. -The case where 
the gas is at 62 bar has been plotted in Fig. Sb. 

It is significant and obvious that the correction is now in the opposite 
sense. The mass flowrate of hydrocarbons, which is the conunodity of 
interest, has been under-registered by taking an inferred value for the mass 
flowrate of gas. 

The mixture which is passed through an orifice plate downstream of a 
wellhead separator is comprised of at least three components, wet. gas, 
water and condensate. If we asswne that the commercial values (by mass) of 
the condensate and gas are equal and take that of the water as zero then we 
will have a mixture of hydrocarbons, the mass flowrate CWuc> of which is the 
conunodity which we wish to know or allocate. 

Writing, 

5 
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and defining a water 'cut' as z = Ww/W1 , then the mass W of gas/liquid 
mixture passing through the orifice plate is now given by 

and the valuable commodity, the mass of hydrocarbons WHC is given by 

Using the relations for WG/WG* and W/WG* previously determined one arrives 
at an expression for the valuable hydrocarbon mixture 

WHC = 1 - zy 
WG* (1 - f(2)y) 

{14) 

The ratio WHc/WG* takes the value 1 if the water 'cut' z = f(2). In this 
case no correction to the value given by the inferred gas flowrate need be 
made. This condition varies with pressure and vapour composition, ie 
density ratio. The ratio WHc/WG* has been plotted against l~quid fraction y 
for a range of water 'cuts' z in Figs 9a and 9b. With natural gas at 200 
bar the zero correction.water 'cut' is between 50 and 60 per cent. In the 
case of na.tural gas at 62 bar it is nearer 80 per cent. 

It must be stressed at this stage that the analysis is approximate and that 
the plotted characteristics will have to be modified to take account of the 
variation in the parameter f(2) with density ratio and the variation in 
density of the liquid fraction with water 'cut'. The analysis does however 
give a good indication of the scale of any correction needed. 

5 MIXTURE PROPERTIES 

In the treatment so far two fundamental issues have been avoided • . 

a A correction to the gas mass flowrate, inferred from the measurement 
of pressure difference at the plate, can only be made if the mixture quality 
x is known. 

b The inferred flowrate can only be arrived at if the mixture density is 
known. or if the gas density can be determined from a knowledge of its 
equation of state. 

Rather than attempt to offer specific solutions, a few notes on each topic 
shall be put forward for discussion 

5.1 Sampling for Mixture Quality 

In many cases the mixture quality will remain relatively stable for long 
periods of time. In such circumstances it is feasible for information on 
the liquid mixture and the gas properties to be determined by analysis of 
samples collected on a regular basis . These data taken with measurements of 
pressure and temperature at the meter will allow, with the aid of an 
equation of state, an estimate of component densities. One will then be in 
a position to correct an inferred gas flowrate, using the relations given 
above. The question that remains to be answered is - how well founded is 
one's knowledge of the equation of state? ., 

6 



5.2 On-line Determination of Quality 
. ~· 

The continuous measurement of electrical capacity can be used12 to provide a 
measurement of void fraction. In order to calibrate such an instrument the 
dielectric properties of the liquid mixture and the gas need to be known and 
remain sensibly stable with time . This approach will not be practical in 
three component flows, ie when the liquid phase is a mixture of condensate 
and water. Measurement of capacitance is feasible when it is clearly two
phase flow and is currently being employed13 in the North Sea for assessing 
water content in oil streams. 

The use of this method at the high quality end of the gas/liquid two-phase 
flow spectrum appears to be eminently feasible. Fig. 10, reproduced from 
the static model experiments described1 ', shows that capacitance change is 
relatively sensitive to change in void fraction Q in this flow regime. 

The quality of the mixture is then inferred from a relationship of the type 

1/0 • 1 + K PG 1 - x 
PL x 

(15) 

where K = UG/UL, the mean velocity ratio, is a function of the flow pattern 
and geometry of the capacitance meter. lt will be noted that the density 
ratio is included in this expression. 

It must be said that, while such an approach offers a sound basis for 
determining ,. quality in association with an orifice plate, the combination 
will requir·e considerable development before being useable as a reliable 
two-phase flow meter. 

5.3 Simultaneous Determination of Quality and Mixture Flowrate 

Wong, Rhodes and Scott15 showed that simultaneous measurement of frictional 
pressure drop and that due to momentum change in an accelerating flow could 
be correlated to yield mass flowrate in two-phase flow . They used a section 
of pipework with a twisted tape swirl generator for the frictional loss 
section and a Venturi meter downstream for the accelerating flow element. 
Fig. 11 (a and b) are reproduced from their paper and clearly show how the 
two distinct correlations intersect to yield a solution for each component 
of the mixture. 

With high pressure two-phase flow of natural gas mixtures the frictional 
pressure drop in the pipe lines is measurable16 over quite short lengths. 
Such measurements taken with the pressure drop at the orifice plate will 
allow the derivation of liquid and gas flowrates. This approach would allow 
one to validate the technique for correcting inferred gas flowrate with a 
minimwn of development, since the frictional pressure loss correlationst' 
are relatively well founded. 

If one were to associate such instrumentation with an on-line flow computer 
then one has in prospect a 'smart orifice plate', with the ability to 
correct for liquid contamination . 

6 IN CONCLUSION 

The influence of relatively small amounts (say up to 5 per cent by mass) of 
liquid contamination when metering natural gas with orifice plates has been 
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examined. It has been shown that all the established correlations predict 
substantially the same minor, but significant, effect. Considering the 
effect of the liquid contamination as an error at the meter, then·the 
actual gas flow will be about 1.5 per cent less than the value registered, 
with 5 per cent of the total mass flow present as liquid. Alternatively if 
the whole mixture is deemed to be conunercially valuable then the meter will 
under register the total flowrate of hydrocarbons by about 3.5 per cent, 
under the same conditions. 

An approach to correcting (for known gas quality) mass flowrate determined 
using the established equations based upon the meter performance with dry 
gas, has been suggested. 

The influence of mixture quality has been discussed and some suggestions for 
the on-line measurement of •gas-quality' have been presented. 
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T A B L E 1 

INPUT DATA FOR THE EXAMPLES CITED IN FIGS 5 AND 7 

Mixture Gas/distillate Air/water Air/oil 

Pressure bar 62 1.0 8.0 

Temperature °C 99 16 90 

Gas density kg/m' 50 . 18 1.20 7.64 

Liquid density kg/m' 758 1000 760 

(density ratio)~ 0.257 0.035 0.100 

· e 
c 

Function dG ~G 0.907 0.960 0.900 
CdL 

Function f(l) 0.706 0.957 o.886 
··-· -·--
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Fig. 3. ·Threshold : liquid accumulati 

(Gas/liquid densit;y ratio 0.001 - 0.35) 
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1.36 
LEGEND 

1.34 Nominal Fluids 
Test Analysis 
Serie& Inches. hps Gu liquid Symbol 

d 0 n Ph:au Ph:ase Number 

1.32 N8Tl 1.25 2.S O.SO Radius Steam 1-9 • 
Osborne Air Wahr 10-22 0 

1.30 Lab 23-28 c 
1.00 4 0.26 z,_34 <> 

] 0.34 Flange Distillate 3S-40 fl 

1.28 41-SZ " Gas Salt water Sl-S6 v Osborf\e 
Field ~ 0.32 57-65 + + x 

1.26 1.25 Pape Wahr JC /o Distillate 75-86 • 
1.24 

] 0.43 Flillnge 
Salt water 87-90 ' 

-1.22 

\ 
1.20 Least squares eQuation 

f!i!- - ~ 1.18 p - , . 2 6 __i .f. 1 [3] 
\!) 

- ~PG 6PG 
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Fig 4 Correlation of . Murdock's (10] Data 



Fig. 5. Two-phase multiplier variati 
(cf Murdock. Chisholm & Un at 62 BAR) 
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Fig. Ba. Two-phase flowrate of mixture 
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Fig. 9a • . Total flowrate of hydrocarbons 
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Run Electrode 
No. Width (mm) 
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Common Test Parameters: 

(1) Electrode Type: Strip :_. 

Flow Pattern 
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